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Steven Hayes on Acceptance and Commitment
Therapy (ACT)
by Tony Rousmaniere
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) founder Steven Hayes discusses the history and
evolution of ACT and its use as a force for social justice in our complex and pain-filled modern
world.

Why ACT?
Tony
Rousmaniere:

In your experience, why do seasoned therapists who may already be proficient in
other therapeutic modalities choose to learn ACT? What does ACT offer them
that’s different?

Steven I think there are a few main things that ACT offers. One is you can deal with deeper
Hayes: clinical issues, but inside of a model that feels progressive, so when you’re pushing into
new territory, you have a road map that actually feels coherent. Another piece is that it’s
personally relevant to people when they’re facing issues of their own. It’s kind of critical
that we do work that does not feel false or hollow in some way, and almost all the ACT
practitioners I know feel uplifted by the work when they’re struggling in their personal
lives. They see the relevance.
I was giving a talk in England a few years ago and there was a person there from England’s
evidence-based treatment program who asked that same question of the audience. Many of
them shared that it’s fun to be part of a community that doesn’t speak down to you and that
engages your intellectual interests in a number of different ways. People are able to
integrate their interests in philosophy, evolutionary biology, social change and
transformation, stigma and prejudice into their ACT work, which is unusual.
I think a lot of our psychotherapies have gotten way too focused on DSM disorders and
things of that kind, especially the more evidence-based ones, and less interested in the
broad application of behavioral science to all kinds of issues around human behavior.
There’s a surprising number of people, for example, who are interested in Relational Frame
Theory. It’s difficult material, very geeky, and doesn’t seem like something clinicians
would be interested in. In fact, they’re not initially interested in it but as the work speaks to
them, they become interested in it. Why is language like this? Why are our minds like this?
Why does this model work? There’s also a community of scientists in ACT who are
coming to conferences and presenting their work. It’s just kind of fun to be part of a group
that has that aspect to it.
... Continue Reading Interview >>
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TR: How about therapists coming from CBT or just a purely behavioral angle? Is it challenging for
them to move towards the philosophical side of things?
SH: Part of what’s interesting about ACT is, when you go to an Association for Contextual
Behavioral Science conference, which is the ACT community, there’s kind of a fruit-nut-seed
mix of people there. There’s people from the gestalt, existential and humanistic side of things
as well as behavioral and CBT folks. Because ACT sort of emerged out of behavior analysis, it
includes some pretty hardcore Capital B behavioral people. Of the various groups, though, I
think it’s hardest for traditional CBT folks because we’ve waved people off of some popular
CBT methods that we just don’t think are very important or produce good outcomes.
Especially detecting, challenging, disputing and changing cognitions—it’s just not something
that we do very much at all. It can be hard for them to let go of these methods and can take
some time to adjust.
We may do psycho education and cognitive reappraisal, but it’s just too dangerous and too
close to things that are going to be too hard to do and that clients are going to sometimes
misuse. You would think that the behavioral folks would really hate the philosophical aspect of
ACT, but actually they like it a lot because they can see the connection to their tradition. And
having a way to deal seriously with cognition that isn’t dismissive or reductionistic is kind of a
relief to them.

TR: ACT is considered an evidence-based treatment?
SH: Yes, ACT and many others. I mean, Motivational Interviewing is really Rogerian thinking
scaled up into evidenced-based care. People are increasingly required in agency after agency
and state after state to show that their practices are evidence-based, and that’s probably even
more true worldwide. There are some parts of Europe where you basically can’t practice unless
you are doing things that are on a list of evidence-based treatments.
ACT processes and procedures allow you to fit what
Motivational
you’re doing to the needs of an individual and
Interviewing is really
create things on the fly and do things that make
Rogerian thinking scaled
sense to you clinically, and yet know that you’re
up into evidenced-based
practicing inside an evidence-based care framework.
care.
It’s nice to not have to check your mind at the door
and leave behind some of the deeper clinical issues
that interest you. You don’t have to minimize or dismiss the complexity of human beings in
order to make it on the list of evidence-based treatments.

If You're Note Busy Being Born, You're Busy Dying
TR: You mentioned that ACT is a progressive model. Can you give a concrete example of what that
means or how that would appear in the work of therapy?
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SH: There’s a tendency for us as therapists to get into a groove clinically speaking, with our
personal style and our knowledge, and settle into it. It’s not a bad thing, but there will always
be curve balls thrown by cases that we can’t reach, patients we don’t know how or what to do
with, complexities that don’t yield to our methods. And if you’re not busy being born, you’re
busy dying, to quote a Dylan song. So the kind of progressivity I’m talking about is the sense
that we as individuals and as a field are getting better and better and more and more able to
deal with what is complex and difficult, while not having to check what you already know
works at the door.
So many of our evidence-based approaches basically ask people to buy in whole cloth to
everything that some founder came up with. I don’t think that’s necessary, healthy or even
reasonable frankly. I like to say to people when they get interested in ACT, “You’re going to
find your own work inside this work. There’s a reason why you’re here, and if that’s not true
then you should walk away from it.” Once you see that connection you can build on it. You can
do new things and the entire community will support you. I think our communitarian approach
is one of the reasons ACT has developed so much
over the years. People bring these different ideas in
I think our
and we keep adding things, subtracting things,
communitarian approach
modifying things, and extending things so there’s
is one of the reasons ACT
the sense that we’re doing more and doing better
has developed so much
and that we’re all part of it. That’s the sort of
over the years.
progressivity I’m talking about.
Being part of a knowledge-development community is an exciting thing. If you look at the
people who are active in the ACT world, we’re out there as trainers and writers, scientists and
researchers and really sophisticated clinicians. We’re moving forward in a way that’s
networked. I call it a reticulated model, meaning a web or a network where each little node has
their part of the task of getting better as we move forward.

The DSM Kool-Aid
TR: ACT has much less of a focus on psychiatric symptoms and diagnoses than many or most other
modalities. Can you talk about that and also your thoughts about the changes to the new
DSM-5?
SH: We never did drink the Kool-Aid that was offered from the DSM-III onward. Not that it’s not
of some use, of course, to have some sort of terminology or nosology, but it got way
overextended. We don’t have any functional entities inside these syndromes. No diseases
—none—have emerged. And that’s the whole point of that syndromal game—to lead you to an
etiology so you can respond with proper treatment. An honest examination of it points to it
being a billion dollar failure.
ACT work is based more on the psychology of the
normal. I think we have every reason to believe that
most of the things that people struggle with are
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based on the failure to bring out normal
onward....ACT work is
psychological processes. Not that there aren’t
based more on the
abnormal processes, of course there are. But if you
psychology of the normal.
take, for example, our tremendously useful human
capacity to problem-solve, analyze, categorize,
predict and evaluate things—this process, when applied to the world within, can become very
toxic. It turns your life into a problem to be solved. Once you start focusing on your sadness or
your anxiety or your urges, your problem-solving processes are going to be anywhere between
unhelpful and pathological. They’re going to increase your focus on things that are just a small
part of what’s going on and create these kind of self-amplifying loops—like, the more you try
not to think of things, the more you actually think of them.
If you focus on the psychology of the normal as we have, we think that experiential avoidance
accounts for about 25 percent of the variance in almost all of the major syndromes. But it also
accounts for whether or not you can learn a new software program or are comfortable in your
relationships and so on. We have to dig down and see what these processes are and how can we
rein them in, because it isn’t possible—nor would we even want to—eliminate them.
Problem solving, for example, is just too darned useful for us to check at the door, but we need
to learn how to respectfully decline our mind’s invitation to use our problem-solving repertoire
for our normal flow of emotional and cognitive events. That’s very hard to do, but people can
learn to do that. The mindfulness folks have learned a number of methods for doing it and
we’ve found some additional tools that people can integrate into their lives pretty easily. Using
these tools people can become more psychologically flexible, more able to shift their attention
from fear and avoidance to what they most deeply care about and want from their lives.
So our approach—instead of the DSM
We need to learn how to
medicalization of human suffering—is to try to dig
respectfully decline our
into the processes that narrow human lives or
mind’s invitation to use
expand them, and to learn how to measure them so
our problem-solving
that we can begin to train people to use them to
repertoire for our normal
evolve forward. People don’t go into therapy when
flow of emotional and
life is moving forward at a reasonable clip; they go
cognitive events.
in when life is stuck or going backwards. And it’s
not that they get cured or fixed, because humans are
not broken, they don’t need to be fixed. They need
to be supported in a way that allows them to grow and do a better job over time with the things
that they really care about—their kids, their work, their intimate relationships, their sense of
participation and connection with the world around them. That’s just not going to be found
inside a syndromal model. It doesn’t mean you can’t draw on genetics, epigenetics, physiology
and neuroscience in formulating your treatment, but not with the mindset that we’re
discovering abnormal processes.
What we’re actually discovering is the richness of human experience and what moves you
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exciting about ACT work is that anybody who responds to it is likely to respond even faster
the next time around because the same basic processes show up over and over again. Often just
reminding people of the progress that they’ve made in the past by learning to be more open,
more aware, and more actively engaged in their values is enough to get them over the new
barrier that they’ve run into in their life.

Treating Addiction with ACT
TR: I’ve seen a bunch of literature recently on using ACT with addictions. What’s the ACT
approach to addictions?
SH: It’s an exciting area. There are about 10 or 12 controlled studies on ACT with addictions
—several very powerful ones on smoking and now some in other areas of addictive behavior.
In a recent study we published in The Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology titled,
“Reducing Shame in Addictions: Slow and Steady Wins the Race,” we showed that you can
focus ACT methods on reducing shame and self-stigma. We did a randomized trial at an
inpatient unit comparing it to 12-step oriented inpatient care, and ACT interventions resulted in
fewer days of substance use and higher treatment attendance at follow up.
When dealing with severe substance abuse, working with shame is critical because people have
done a lot of damage, not just to themselves but to their families, their children, their work, to
the things they care most about. You don’t get into a 28-day inpatient program in the modern
era—at least, not in Nevada where it’s cowboy conservatives—without creating some real
wreckage. You’ve probably lost your job and all the rest, and most likely someone else is
footing the bill for your treatment.
Guilt actually predicts positive outcomes in
substance abuse, but shame does not. When you’ve
Guilt actually predicts
done things that are harmful to others, guilt is a
positive outcomes in
perfectly appropriate emotion; it’s something to
substance abuse, but
have and experience and it can help reorient you
shame does not.
toward what’s important in your life and what you
can do to clean up the mess you have made. What
shame adds on is the “I’m bad” piece—the kind of fused conceptualization of oneself as a
broken organism. That’s toxic and it predicts bad outcomes.
The normal, reasonable way that a human mind tries to resolve this problem is to talk itself out
of shame. The Stuart Smalley solution: “Gosh darn it, I’m good enough and people love me.”
But that’s a form of suppression and it can blow up like a house of cards when people leave
treatment because it’s not grounded in a deeper set of values.
What we did initially in our groups was to slow things down, to learn to just watch the mind,
watch all the chatter and finger wagging and shame and blame coming up, and then dig into the
part that’s useful and let go of what’s not. It sobers people up in a way. There’s kind of a
humbling that takes place when you inhale into the pain of your own history and your own
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addiction and then make that leap of openness. You
know, “I’m willing to take a leap of faith that I’m
There’s kind of a
big enough to have this feeling,” and then the
humbling that takes place
intentional flexibility inside a more mindful place to
when you inhale into the
now shift my attention towards what I deeply care
pain of your own history
about. Then one step at a time, one day at a
and your own addiction
time—how am I going to get there? This resonates
and then make that leap
with some of the deeper parts of the Twelve-Step
of openness.
tradition. There’s nothing in the Twelve-Step
program, or at least what I see in the Big Book
version of it, that contradicts ACT, but these
principles are not always what’s being applied in treatment facilities.
For the folks participating in our ACT groups, their shame levels actually went down more
slowly, but they continued to go down after treatment and their outcome rates were better. For
those not in our groups, their shame levels went down more quickly while they were in
treatment, but their recidivism rates were higher after treatment.

TR: So mindfulness work is really essential to ACT and specifically to this process of decreasing
shame?
SH: Very much so. What’s true about any mindfulness work is that, if you’re going to open up,
you’re going to see dark places. You can’t hide from yourself like you used to. Hiding from
yourself created problems, but opening your eyes and being with yourself and watching your
emotions rise and fall, being more honest about what you’re feeling, sensing, remembering,
thinking—that’s also going to be difficult. I don’t think it’s by accident that mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy works pretty well for people who have had depression three or more times,
but is arguably inert for people who’ve only had a single depressive episode. Because if you’re
going to open the door to the basement and go walking down into the basement you’re going
to see stuff down there that’s not for the faint of heart.
If you’re going to do this kind of work you’re going to find pain within you and without;
you’re going to see injustice, you’re going to see suffering around you. You’re going to walk
into the grocery store and you’re going to see people who don’t have enough money to buy the
groceries they need. You’re going to see people walking by you who have a hard time taking a
next step because they’re old and in physical pain. You start opening up to a more varied kind
of perspective on yourself and others that I think is more honest.
But we dare not take these Eastern traditions and simply throw them into our Western minds
with the idea that we’re going to relax and walk around with a big smiley face all the time. It’s
a richer soup than the kind that our western commercial culture is giving us and our children,
but it’s a hard path. This study we did with shame and addiction sort of shows that giving
people a healthy way to walk that path is slower, but it’s more surefooted. So we’re bringing
something new, I think, to the addiction field that as it becomes more known will be helpful to
people working with addictions.
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“It’s Not a Happy-Happy, Joy-Joy Bliss Trip”
TR: It’s interesting what you say about mindfulness opening your eyes to some of the darker things
in the world. Sometimes when I hear therapists or others talking about mindfulness and
meditation it seems like they’re talking about a pleasure cruise to bliss land or this image of the
Buddha looking all happy. It sounds like that’s not what you mean in ACT.
SH: It isn’t and frankly it’s a distortion of those traditions. Taking a compassionate approach to
yourself and others only really makes sense if you know how hard that is. If it’s not connected
to the pain for which compassion is useful, then it’s just another suppressive, self-delusional
trip. It’s a sort of psychological tranquilizer that is undermining what it’s there for and what I
think we need right now.
Science and technology are creating such a challenge for us now that we can instantly see all
the horrific things happening in the world on our screens. Those destroyed homes left in the
wake of the Oklahoma tornado, the Boston Marathon bombings, the faces of the Newtown
victims—your children are seeing it on their screens and you can’t throw out enough
televisions and iPhones and all the rest to protect them from it. The amount of pain that we’re
exposed to now is a magnitude higher than anything
we evolved to face. Your great-grandparents didn’t
The amount of pain that
see anything near the flow of horrific images and
we’re exposed to now is a
judgmental words and painful events that we do
magnitude higher than
now. So we need modern minds for this modern
anything we evolved to
world, but it’s not a happy-happy, joy-joy, bliss trip
face. Your greatto the beach kind of thing. It’s much more serious
grandparents didn’t see
and sober. Not serious in the sense that it’s not fun
anything near the flow of
and joyful to be alive and connected, but in the
horrific images and
sense that it does justice to the richness of human
judgmental words and
life. And it’s right in there from an ACT point of
painful events that we do
view.

now.

We have a saying: “In your pain you find your
values and in your values you find your pain.”
When you connect with things that you deeply care about that lift you up, you’ve just
connected yourself into places where you can and have been hurt. If love is important to you,
what are you going to do with your history of betrayals? If the joy of connecting to others is
important to you, what are you going to do with the pain of being misunderstood or failing to
understand others? The acceptance and mindfulness work doesn’t self-soothe and makes all of
that easy; instead it gives us the openness and grounding and consciousness to be able to move
our attention in a non-suppressive way towards what we care about. It empowers us to take
that leap of faith that we can care, that we can have values and nobody can stop us. Like Viktor
Frankl wrote about, you can take away all of my external freedoms but you can’t take away my
capacity to choose to love and care about others. You just can’t do it.
With meditation, the artificial anxiety that we pump into our lives sometimes recedes very
quickly, and that’s fine. But people sometimes make the mistake of becoming mindfulness
junkies. That’s the psychological equivalent of a tranquilizer and it’s an abuse of the traditions.
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Yet I worry that many therapists use it in just this way. It’s important to have the added
dimension of values and caring and compassion and participation and making a difference.

ACT and Social Justice
TR: Speaking of making a difference, there’s a social justice component of ACT that I haven’t
heard of in very many other therapeutic modalities. Can you describe this a bit more and also
maybe some specific examples of how it’s being utilized to help people?
SH: I think that’s kind of a natural extension of ACT. The same cognitive processes that allow us to
have a sense of transcendence or oneness or consciousness—the I-here-nowness of
consciousness itself—are based upon the ability to see the world through other people’s eyes.
So it isn’t just “I,” it’s “I/You.” There’s a social extension of consciousness that happens right
in the process of becoming more aware of your own processes in which you begin, suddenly,
to become aware of the fact that people around you are suffering. We can model this in the lab,
actually. We use Relational Frame Theory methods with kids who don’t have a sense of self,
and very soon empathy begins to emerge. When I see from my eyes, it happens at the same
moment that you see from yours. When I learn to feel my feelings as feelings, it happens at the
same moment that I see that you have feelings—that you’re feeling, too.
The natural extension of that process then is, if I’m going to be more accepting of my emotions
and try to walk with them in a values-based way, what about the difficult emotions that other
people are experiencing because of things that have happened to them? This is not a kind of
mindfulness work that’s alone and cut off and sort of in the corner; it extends across time,
place, and persons.
Objectification, dehumanization and prejudice naturally connect to things like self-stigma. I
mentioned that we’ve done that kind of work with addicts, but we’ve also done it with LGBT
populations, with victims of racial and religious prejudice. It’s the natural, reasonable, sensible
thing to take the next step toward reining in the parts of the mind that lead us to objectify and
dehumanize others. Can we bring a more
compassionate and values-based world into
Can we bring a more
existence, starting with ourselves and then
compassionate and
extending it out?

values-based world into
existence, starting with
ourselves and then
extending it out?

In our research on experiential avoidance, we’ve
found that part of the problem with people who are
prejudiced towards others is that they are unable to
take in the perspective of others. They get
overwhelmed by seeing the pain of others and
would rather objectify and dehumanize them than feel what they would have to feel to know
what it’s like to be them. We’ve shown the same thing with social anhedonia; you don’t care
about being around others unless you have the big trio of good perspective-taking, empathy
towards others and not running away from pain. So you can see how the model naturally leads
us to a concern for issues of social justice. In a way it’s one and the same. I can’t cut myself off
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from others and objectify and dehumanize others
except by attacking the processes that allow me to
be more open and accepting of myself.
And that gives us a way in because nobody goes
into therapy saying, “Gee, I’m a bigot. What can
you do for me?” But they do come in saying, “I feel
distressed. I feel disconnected. I feel far away.” And
it turns out that objectification and dehumanization
of others produces those results for the individual.

I can’t cut myself off
from others and objectify
and dehumanize others
except by attacking the
processes that allow me to
be more open and
accepting of myself.

This happens with us, too, as clinicians. You know the kind of dark humor that happens in the
staff room—“Oh, Sally the Borderline has shown up.” “Oh, God! Not Sally.” I understand why
people do it and don’t mean to wag my finger, but it comes very close to objectifying clients,
dehumanizing them as a defense against the pain of not being able to reach them. These kinds
of attitudes predict burnout and ultimately minimize your ability to make a difference with
others.

TR: It’s so interesting to think of therapists as social change agents. Have you done research in this
area too?
SH: Our very first randomized trial in the modern era—because we had a few in the ‘80s, then we
went dark for 15 years while we worked out the basic model and the theory of cognition and
the measures for fear—was done by a guy named Frank Bond at the University of London. He
did research with people who were working in call centers in banks—a very tough job, a lot of
pressure and very little pay. He compared ACT to a program that was encouraging people to
take charge of the stressors in their environment and make changes so that their environment
was more supportive. ACT was a more psychological model, obviously, and when people got
more open and accepting and values-based, they started demanding work changes of their
foremen. The thing that was keeping people small and keeping them in a box was fear—“What
will my boss think if I raise this issue?’”
The values piece activated people and I’m proud of the fact that when you do the kind of work
that we’re doing, you empower people who are downtrodden or on the short end of the stick.
We’ve shown this in several studies, that If you are more open to your feelings, more
conscious, more aware, more mindful, and more linked to your values, you will be more
empowered to step up. We’re doing that now with racial minorities, ethnic minorities, religious
minorities and also with a message for those who are in a majority status but who care about
these issues. Psychotherapists have a role to play
not just in the area of mental health, but in social
Psychotherapists have a
justice as well.

role to play not just in the
area of mental health, but
in social justice as well.

There’s a richer journey there and I think a lot of
therapists are frustrated just dealing one person at a
time at a time with the results of a society that just
doesn’t know how to support people in being more fully human. You can be in your therapist
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role but also be part of a social change effort that is linked directly to the clinical work that
you’re doing.

Running Towards Values
TR: It seems like you’re working to shift the focus away from symptom avoidance and towards
values. Does that sound right?
SH: Exactly. A whole person running towards values—not in a suppressive or avoidant way in
order to feel less of anything. There’s no delete button. In the language of mathematics, this is
addition and multiplication, not subtraction and division. If people can learn how to add and
multiply and open up, it’s deeply empowering.
TR: I saw on your website that you’re doing a study looking at the training effects of consultation
groups. Is that right?
SH: Yes. People have begun to apply some of these very same processes of openness, mindfulness
and values to training itself and we have now several studies showing that we can apply these
methods to therapists and they will do a better job of learning. Psychological flexibility is
important to us as learners and we’re looking carefully at training and studying it—not only
how we train in ACT methods themselves, but also how we use ACT to train in a variety of
psychotherapy and other processes that are helpful to us in our professional roles. It’s not
simply a matter of learning a clinical technology; instead, we’re trying to create a knowledge
development community that takes these processes and procedures wherever they can be of
use to people.
TR: Thank you so much for taking the time to share your work with us here at psychotherapy.net.
SH: It’s been a pleasure.
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Intensive Short-Term Dynamic Psychotherapy. Dr. Rousmaniere's research
focus is clinical supervision and training. He is also the host of Arctic Rock
Therapy, the ONLY heavy metal mental health radio show in the Arctic!
www.facebook.com/ArcticRockTherapy
CE credits: 1
Learning objectives:
Learn the roots of ACT theory and its evolution over the last 3 decades
Describe the components of ACT that differentiate it from other "third-wave" behavioral
theories
Illustrate the connection between social justice work and ACT
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